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Introduction

AMD loses Dave Everitt ‘its most strategic gladiator’
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8.

4 yrs at Ferranti
22 yrs at AMD !
23 months at Absolute !
48 months at Wind River !
4 months at Itergy !
12 months Physics PGCE !
12 months Physics NQT
Now at ISMOsys

“of the most strategic planners and
executors in the business …”
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Boosting Confidence
Learn to Relax

Relax your tongue
Breath in to the count of 4
Breath out to the count of 8

https://hbr.org/2020/09/research-why-breathing-is-so-effective-at-reducing-stress
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Boosting Confidence
Visualise a confident you

Relax and Confident work together …
You cannot be confident if you are not relaxed

“What the mind can conceive and believe it can achieve.” -- Napoleon Hill, 1928
“ Just believe … ” – Dave Everitt, 2003
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Boosting Confidence
Affirm yourself

We tend to behave in accordance with our self-image.
Make your affirmation into a QUESTION, you’re mind is biologically
wired to find answers. .. Listen to the answers you find …
e.g. Why am I so good at … ?

“Affirmations are a powerful tool to deliberately install desired beliefs about yourself.”
— Nikki Carnevale“
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Boosting Confidence
Face your fears
Make a note of your fears, take them on,
challenge yourself … use affirmations to
destroy the fear …
“First, think.
Second, believe.
Third, dream.
And finally, dare.” – Walt Disney

“If you are insecure, guess what? The rest of the world is too. Do not overestimate the
competition and underestimate yourself. You are better than you think.” -- T. Harv Eker
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Boosting Confidence
Accept Rejection

Rather than suppress, ignore, or deny the pain, acknowledge your emotions.
Turn it into an opportunity for self-growth.
With each rejection, you grow stronger, become better, ask "What did I gain from this?"
“No one can make you feel inferior without your consent.” -- Eleanor Roosevelt
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Boosting Confidence
Concentrate on the successes
“Don’t just fly, soar.” — Dumbo (Dumbo)

First set you yourself small, easy goals to start.
Then have a go at a few tougher goals

Focus your efforts on a “did it” list …
(note a “to do” list)

“To establish true self-confidence, we must concentrate on our successes and not the
failures and the negatives in our lives.” -- Denis Waitley

=

?
1.

Relax

- one minute of tongue relaxing

2.

Visualise

- recall a past confident time

Pause for thought

- consider finding a trigger & associate it …

3.

Affirm yourself

- consider a “Why am I so good at … write down the answer”

4.

Face your fears

- write down a fear that you are going to tackle, SMART it.

5.

Accept rejection

- find a negative thought, reframe it, take your time,
you are undoing years of old habits, changing mindset takes time.
- think growth mindset (where next) NOT fixed mindset!

6.

Concentrate on your successes
- write out 3 things (as headlines in a newspaper) that went well today

“To establish true self-confidence, we must concentrate on our successes and forget about the
failures and the negatives in our lives.” -- Denis Waitley
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Boosting Confidence
Help another

For a moment forget about yourself.
Make a difference for someone else.
Forget your weaknesses, volunteer to mentor,
assist or teach another.

“Helping others is the way to help ourselves” – Oprah Winfrey
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Boosting Confidence
Focus on physical, emotional and social health
Sign up to a Gym
- go at 6am so you can’t talk yourself out of it!
Do something “daft” and social
- Learn to roller-blade
- Learn to horse ride
- Learn Taekwondo
- or Yoga, Pilates, Tai Chi, Choir …
“Self-care is never a selfish act -- it is simply good stewardship of the only gift I have, the
gift I was put on earth to offer to others.” -- Parker Palmer
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Boosting Confidence
Define your personal boundaries

Learn to say no.
Learn when to say yes.

… Practice this, it takes some doing …

“Never be bullied into silence. Never allow yourself to be made a victim. Accept no one’s
definition of your life, but define yourself.”-- Harvey Fierstein
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Boosting Confidence
Question your inner critic

Find you’re criticising yourself, then ask yourself,
“What evidence is there to support the thought that I am a failure?” and
“What evidence is there that doesn’t support the thought that I am a failure?”
Look for opportunities to
congratulate, compliment and reward yourself, even for the smallest successes.

“You have been criticizing yourself for years, and it hasn’t worked. Try approving of
yourself and see what happens.” -- Louise L. Hay
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Boosting Confidence
Mentally shift to being equal

We tend to behave in accordance with our self-image.
See yourself as being equal to everyone

“Wanting to be someone else is a waste of the person you are.” -- Marilyn Monroe

1.

Relax

2.

Visualise

3.

Affirmation

4.

Face your fears

5.

Accept rejection

6.

Concentrate on the successes

7.

Help others

8.

Focus on physical, emotional and social health

9.

Define your boundaries

10. Question your inner critic
11. Mentally shift to being equal

Boosting confidence

Maintaining Resilience

Maintaining Resilience
What it provides



Greater resilience reduces or minimises personal harm



Greater resilience helps us recover, getting back your focus



Greater resilience rediscovers your purpose, learning and growth

Maintaining Resilience
The 4 Building Blocks of Resilience

A. Calm yourself
B. Choose a good strategy
C. Working on finding solutions
D. Manage your energy

How to Strengthen Your Resilience Muscles with Linda Hoopes – www.prosilience.com

Maintaining Resilience
Building Block A - Calm yourself

… seem somewhat familiar ….?

Maintaining Resilience
Building Block B - Choose a good strategy
Fundamental to boosting Resilience, consider in order:
1. Reframe - turn the challenge into an opportunity.
e.g. change the feeling from fear to excitement

2. Fix it – work out how to change the situation.
e.g. Job Centre redirected to Careers Springboard

3. Change yourself - adjust to the new normal.
e.g. Retrain from Electronics PM to Physics Teacher

Like your physical muscles, you can build your change muscles by engaging in regular exercise.

Maintaining Resilience
Building Block C - Work on finding Solutions
1. Positivity
2. Confidence
3. Priorities
4. Creativity
5. Connection

6. Structure
7. Experimenting
Initial Step = choose one or two resilience “muscles” to focus on …

Maintaining Resilience

Work on finding Solutions – Practice Positivity
Appreciation/Gratitude:

At the end of each day, think about What Went Well (3W).
Perhaps keep a journal to write down the positives for each day, even if only
that you have food on the table. (… did it list)
Reflection:
Think of something that happened in the past that seemed negative at the
time, and identify a positive thing that came out of it.

“… think happy thoughts, it’s that simple… The way you choose to think, … is just that-a choice.”
-- Louise Hay

Maintaining Resilience

Work on finding Solutions – Practice Confidence
Strength-Finding:
Identify one personal strength that contributed to the 3W.
If you find this challenging, get a friend or family member to help you.
Learning Opportunities:
Think of a challenge you are facing. Identify ways this challenge
could provide you with the opportunity to learn something new.
“Your confidence muscle is strong when you recognize your ability to deal with situations of
adversity.” – Linda Hoopes

Maintaining Resilience
Visible Priorities:

Work on finding Solutions - Priorities

Each morning, take a few minutes to identify your highest priorities for the
day. Note how well you stayed focused on them through the day.
Saying No:
Each day, see if you can identify one thing that you can say no to because it is
less important than the other things you are doing.

Maintaining Resilience
Yes-And:

Work on finding Solutions - Creativity

When you hear an idea you disagree with,
substitute the word “and” for the word “but” in your response.
It helps to enable new options instead of getting stuck in opposition.

Idea Generation:
Think of something you want to do and identify at least three different ways
you might approach it, rather than just coming up with one idea. Resilience
uses creativity to problem solve.
“Your creativity muscle is strong when you can come up with a lot of new ideas about how to
address challenges” – Linda Hoopes

Maintaining Resilience
Work on finding Solutions - Connection
Building Connections:
Initiate contact with someone else … network (this is a must!)
Send a message, make a phone call, introduce yourself to someone;
express appreciation, ask a question, or just say hello.

Asking for Help:
Think of something you want to do, and ask someone else for assistance, advice,
ideas, or some other form of support.
“Your connection muscle is strong when you find it easy to reach out to
others for help when facing adversity.” – Linda Hoopes

Maintaining Resilience
Work on finding Solutions - Structure
Make Dedicated Time:
Set aside time for something that’s important to you.
Block the time out on your schedule and use it as planned.

Include Accountability:
Find support. Pick an activity that you are committed to doing regularly, let your
support know how you’re doing.

“Your structure muscle is strong when you can stick to an approach or plan when facing adversity.”
– Linda Hoopes

Maintaining Resilience
Work on finding Solutions - Experimenting

Small Steps:
Do something new or unfamiliar.
For example, you might try a new food, go a different way to
get someplace or do an activity you haven’t done before.

Balanced Perspective:
If it feels uncomfortable or risky, take time to think
about possible gains if things go as planned, and
possible problems if things don’t.
2015
2019

Maintaining Resilience
Building Block D - Manage your Energy
1.

Physical Energy
Familiar … it’s the most important,
finding something you like and do it

2.

Mental Energy
Get away from the PC, the “do” and try something new.

3.

Emotional Energy
Laugh, find ways to be silly, find fun and entertainment around you

4.

Social/Spiritual Energy
Find some connection time, socialise, find your tribe
“Energy is the power supply for Resilience.”– Linda Hoopes
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Further practical help …

In today’s world, he or she who gets hired is not necessarily the one who can do that job best;
but, the one who knows the most about how to get hired.

Parachute … ?
If you are trying to understand yourself better, and what you have to offer to the
world, this book is for you.
If you are out of work, and want some practical help, this book is for you.
If you are trying to understand how the world, and particularly the world of work,
really works these days, this book is for you.
If you’ve been out of work a long time, and think you’re now permanently
unemployable, this book is for you.
If you’re on the edge of poverty these days, this book is for you.
If you are trying to figure out what you want to do next, with your life, this book is
for you.
….

“It’s not that there are no jobs… It’s just that the old way you used to hunt for them doesn’t
work very well anymore.”
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